INTRODUCTION
Image processing methods offer the opportunity to extract quantitative information from fluorescence laser scanning confocal microscopy images to address biological questions: for instance, how is cell number controlled during growth, or what leads to cells dividing in excess in cancer or dying in neurodegenerative diseases?
Immunohistochemistry is used to label cell nuclei in whole specimens (e.g. in vivo) or in tissues (e.g. sections or explants), confocal microscopy to capture images in 3D and image processing methods to automatically count their number. This allows comparisons between normal specimens and specimens where genes have been mutated or modified (e.g. causing over-growth or degeneration) or in regeneration after injury (Kato et al., 2011) . Many specimens can be analysed, enabling statistically significant conclusions.
Here, we present a method that employs image filtering and mathematical morphology techniques aimed to identify cells to automatically count all the glial cells in the ventral nerve cord (VNC) of the larva of the fruit-fly, Drosophila. Drosophila is a very powerful model organism often used to identify gene networks, investigate gene function and model human disease and the larva is commonly used for neuroscience research. Knowledge of glial number is necessary to understand how the nervous system forms, and how altered gene functions may affect nervous system structure.
For instance, glial number increases in glioma, the most abundant type of brain tumours in humans, or glial number changes upon nervous system injury and repair (Kato et al., 2011) . Counting glial cells manually is extremely error prone, very time consuming, labour intensive and tedious.
We have previously developed several methods to automatically count the number of glial cells, neuronal nuclei, mitotic and apoptotic cells in Drosophila embryos (Forero et al., 2009 , Forero et al., 2010a , Forero et al., 2010b . However, none of these methods work accurately in the Drosophila larva. This is due to the fact that each antibody marker results in images of different properties, and cell number, size, shape and density increase with developmental age (i.e. embryo, larva, adult). We have tested in larvae and adult brains our programmes developed for embryos, and they do not perform accurately. In particular, DeadEasy MitoGlia (Forero et al., 2010a) , which was developed to count cells labelled with Repo or p-Histone-H3, is not robust in post-embryonic tissues. DeadEasy MitoGlia employs a global threshold to binarise each image, which produced good results in embryos given high signal intensity and low attenuation through the stack. However, in larval tissues, this method produced artefacts. Thus, using only one method compromises accuracy to the extent of rendering results uninformative. For this reason, developing different methods was paramount for accuracy.
Image processing methods overcome the technical difficulties associated with manual counting by treating all samples more objectively and consistently than humans can, thus minimising error. Automatic counting is also less labour intensive and avoids tedium. Thus it was necessary to develop an automatic method that would be fast and accurate for the Drosophila larva.
Unfortunately, identifying and counting cells are also challenging for image processing. Difficulties arise from the properties of the equipment, labelling quality, irregular shape and size of cells, and cell clustering (Dima et al., 2002 , Meijering & van Cappellen, 2007 , Peng, 2008 . For the latter, each cell can be identified from an initial seed, but methods need to be applied to prevent over-segmentation (i.e. the marking of one cell with more than one seed), such as developing a seeding procedure during sample preparation (Yu et al., 2009 ), or clustering methods or morphological filters (Vincent, 1993 , Clocksin, 2003 , Svensson, 2007 , Yu et al., 2009 . Watershed based algorithms are frequently used for cell segmentation (Vincent & Soille, 1991 , Lockett & Herman, 1994 , Malpica et al., 1997 . Cells are also treated like fuzzy objects and seeds detected as the peaks of the fuzzy distance transforms (Svensson, 2007) , employing topographical distance functions (Hodneland et al., 2009) , or level set functions (Yu et al., 2009) . Gradient flow tracking is an alternative approach (Li et al., 2007 , Li et al., 2008 . Wählby et al. (Wählby et al., 2002 , Wählby, 2003 , Wählby et al., 2004 developed a technique that combines morphological filtering, the gradient of the images and the data's shape to segment cells in 2D and 3D images. Other authors used a 3D watershed algorithm to separate cells and then employed shape descriptors to break watershed surfaces, using scores for each nucleus, and measuring how well the nuclei fit a statistical model (Lin et al., 2003) . Morphological descriptors can also be extracted from training data to generate features which are then used for classification of nuclei (Jeong et al., 2009) . Overlapping nuclei are segmented using an intensity gradient transform and watershed algorithm to separate them. These procedures can yield good results in 2D and 3D. Unfortunately, good results were not consistently obtained in Drosophila larval samples, most particularly if image resolution was low, stacks consisted of anisotropic voxels or cell density was high with many cells abutting one another.
Most 3D image processing techniques aiming to improve segmentation make a correction for fluorescence intensity, which decays due to photo-bleaching.
However, these methods do not produce consistently good results, particularly if images have background signal revealing the tissue. Furthermore, working with 3D images presents a further problem. Whilst it is usually ideal to acquire stacks composed of cubic voxels, larval ventral nerve cords are on average 120 micrometers thick: acquiring continuous images at this resolution is not practical, since it would take a long time and fluorescence would bleach. A solution is to acquire stacks of images with anisotropic voxels, keeping a high x-y resolution to visualise nuclei and increasing the step between images while still seeing the same nuclei in several slices.
Here, as for our other methods (Forero et al., 2009 , Forero et al., 2010a , Forero et al., 2010b , we used 2D techniques for image processing and 3D after the images had been binarised. This yielded good results from stacks of images with anisotropic voxels. The method was applied to images captured from different focal planes that constitute a complete stack of the microscopy field where the region of interest is present. Within a given set of conservative parameters, automatic quantification might lead to slight underscoring. Nevertheless, the method accepted or rejected cells using the same criteria, eliminating subjectivity. Given its simplicity, the method is very fast without losing accuracy. We compare the effectiveness of this algorithm against the results obtained using CellSegmentation3D developed by Li et al. (2007) . We have recently used this method successfully to investigate repair after injury in the Drosophila larva (Kato et al., 2011) .
METHODS

Experimental procedures and image acquisition
Drosophila melanogaster fruitflies were used of the following genotypes: (1) for controls: yw; (2) for over-expression: repoGAL4 flies crossed to UASact-htl flies, and Larval ventral nerve cords were dissected, fixed and labelled with pan-glial nuclear marker mouse anti-Repo antibodies (DSHB, at 1:250 dilution) ( Figure 1 ), using standard immunohistochemistry procedures, except that fixation was in PEM buffer and 0.3%Triton in PBS was used as described in Kato et al ((Kato et al., 2009 ). Antibody-labelled cells were detected with anti-mouse or anti-Guinea pig secondary antibodies directly conjugated to Alexa-Fluor 488 (at 1:250). Other antibodies used in this study were: rabbit anti-GFP 1:1000 (Molecular Probes); Guinea pig anti-HB9 1:2500 (gift of H. Broihier); rabbit anti-pHistone-H3 1:250 (Upstate Biotechnolgy); and anti-Guinea pig or anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 488 or 647conjugated secondary antibodies (Molecular Probes). DAPI (1µg/ml, SIGMA) was used to stain nuclei in cryosections of rat spinal cords (thickness of 10µm, gift of A.
Logan).
Specimens were mounted in 80% glycerol in PBS. Specimens were scanned with a laser scanning Bio-Rad Radiance 2000 MP confocal microscope or with a Leica SP2-AOBS confocal microscope. Image acquisition was carried out using a 40X magnification oil immersion lens and no averaging, with the following settings:
(1) for BioRad: image size 512 X 512 pixels, and pixels size 0,5665 X 0,5665 microns, step 0.96 microns; (2) for Leica: image size 512x512 pixels, pixel size of 0.7332 X 0.7332 microns, step 1.2 microns. The mathematical algorithms to quantify glial cell nuclei computationally were developed using Java, as plug-ins for the publicly availably ImageJ software. The software was developed in a Pentium 4, 3
GHz computer with 1.5 GB RAM running under Ubuntu Linux. The method will become publicly available through our lab webpage (www.bioscienceslabs.bham.ac.uk/hidalgo).
Image processing: automatic counting of all glial cells
Repo labels the nuclei of all Drosophila glial cells except the midline glia ( Figure 1) and the image processing method we developed here was tuned specifically to count glial cells in larvae, which vary more in size and shape, and are more numerous than embryonic glia. The algorithm developed proceeds in several steps as follows might be recognised as candidate objects by the programme, thus they had to be rejected manually. This was done by drawing a region of interest (ROI) tightly along, and excluding, the edge of the nerve cord. Samples with high non-specific background or strong staining along the edge were discarded.
To identify the cells of interest in a stack of images, the first step is a noise reduction filtering. Given that image acquisition is based on photon detection, the major source of error follows a Poisson distribution. Several noise reduction techniques based, for instance, on wavelets can be employed, but they are time consuming and their use becomes prohibitive when it is necessary to work with large numbers of images and stacks. Therefore, a median filter was employed ( Figure 2 and Figure 3B ). This provided good results, reducing the noise and the significant intensity heterogeneity typical of confocal images without smoothing the borders and valleys between the cells.
After median filtering, segmentation was carried out. Because cell borders are fuzzy, a thresholding technique was preferred over edge segmentation. However, due to considerable variation in signal intensity, a global threshold did not produce good segmentation. If the threshold was high, some areas containing cells could be missed, and if it was low, large areas of background could be selected as belonging to foreground. Furthermore, Repo labelled cells did not have uniform signal intensity, and there were regions of high intensity separated by others of low intensity.
Therefore, if a global threshold were employed, a cell could be split into several parts. For this reason, a local thresholding method was employed instead ( Figure   3C ). Rather than using one threshold per image, a threshold was found for each pixel according to the intensity of the surrounding pixels. A circular window W, with diameter greater than the maximum diameter of a cell, was centered in each pixel located in (x,y). If the difference between the central pixel and the median of the pixels inside W, was higher than a predefined threshold t, the pixel was assigned a value of 1. Alternatively, it was given a value of zero, that is:
where q(x,y) and r(x,y) are the input and the resulting images, respectively. t was chosen according to the typical minimal variation in intensity between the cells and the background. A value of t=30 was found empirically.
In parallel to thresholding, a morphological opening operation with a circular structuring element of radius 1.5 was developed to eliminate very small particles and render signal intensity within each cell more uniform, which was important to reduce the number of domes or seeds found per cell ( Figure 3D ). The result of thresholding was then employed as a mask to only select the zones were cells appeared. This was done by selecting the minimum value for each pixel (Figure 2 and Figure 3E) :
where t(x,y) is the resulting image and, r(x,y) and s(x,y) the input images.
Once the region where the cells were contained was identified, it was necessary to find a seed for each cell ( Figure 3F) . A seed is a small part of a cell, not connected to another cell, that can be used to mark it. Seeds were found in the following way. An image can be viewed as an orographic system, where labelled cells are like peaks or domes separated by dark valleys, and whose height is determined by the intensity of the pixels (Vincent, 1993) . To identify each cell, a dome or regional maxima higher that a height h had to be found ( Figure 2) . Given that the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the Repo-labelled images is low, noise often produced domes in the background. However, domes due to noise were rejected in the previous thresholding step, as only the areas where cells appeared were taken and separated from the background. To find the domes, a 2D regional maxima detection was performed, and a h-dome operator (Vincent, 1993) was applied to extract and mark the cells. The choice of h is generally not critical since a range of values can provide good results (Vincent, 1993) . In order to determine h, we observed the profile of the cells in images with very poor contrast with respect to the background. The minimum difference between the maximum grey level of the nuclei and the surrounding pixels was approximately between 3 and 8. As a test, we ran the program using values of h between 2 and 10 ( Table 1) . As a result, h=5 was selected empirically as a good value for marking all cells.
Subsequently, the h-dome images were binarised by assigning a value of 1 to all the pixels of intensity higher or equal to 1 (Vincent, 1993) , that is,
where h(x,y) and r(x,y) are the input and the resulting images respectively, resulting in good identification of cells ( Figure 3G ).
Due to variation in signal intensity, several seeds could potentially be found within one cell. To avoid this, the gradient between seeds was previously used as a means to determine if two seeds belong to the same cell (Wählby, 2003 , Wählby et al., 2004 . However, we found that this procedure did not provide good results with our samples. On the one hand, due to signal fuzziness and low resolution, there was not always a notable change in signal intensity at the borders between two cells, and seeds belonging to different cells were taken as one. On the other hand, due to high variation in signal intensity inside some cells, multiple seeds were still detected per cell. Thus, the morphological opening step mentioned above ( Figure 2 ) was also introduced to reduce the number of seeds per cell (most particularly in cells with high heterogeneity in signal intensity).
Glial cells are mainly recognized from their shape. Information on cell shape can be employed to determine if two or more seeds belong to only one cell.
Therefore, in parallel, we identified cells by their shape (Figure 2) . A good approximation to cell shape was provided from the images resulting from the thresholding step ( Figure 3G) , particularly from isolated cells or cells that could be easily separated using a 2D watershed procedure (Figures 2 and Figure 3H ). Cells identified by their shape were retained, while other particles were removed ( Figure  3I ). Repo labelled cells had an ovoid or elliptical shape that could become almost circular. In order to identify the best characteristics than can be employed to describe the cells, a statistical analysis was developed following the steps previously employed by Forero et al (2006) . For a robust identification, cell representation must ideally be translation, rotation and scale invariant. Compactness, eccentricity, Hu's moments and Fourier descriptors are compliant with this requirement. Fourier descriptors were not considered for the study given the tiny size of cells, which rendered cells' contours very sensitive to noise. Therefore, only Hu's moments, compactness and eccentricity were considered.
Compactness C is defined as:
where A and P represent the area and perimeter of the object, respectively. The moment invariants were obtained from the binarised image of each cell; pixels inside the boundary contours were assigned a value of 1 and pixels outside a value of 0.
The central moments were given by:
where f(x,y) represents a binary image, p and q are non-negative integers and € x, € y is the centroid. From the central moments Hu (Hu, 1962) defined seven rotation, scale and translation invariant moments of second and third order. As cells have a symmetrical shape, the third and higher odd order moments are close to zero.
Therefore, the first three-order Hu's moment € φ 3 is sufficient to recognize symmetrical objects. Assuming that each descriptor follows a Gaussian distribution, we found that the best descriptor to discriminate circular cells was compactness, as it had the lowest standard deviation. However, when two or more cells were close together, their added shape could also have high compactness, even if not as high as that of a circular object. In order to distinguish circular cells from clusters of several cells, a threshold was defined. To find the minimum compactness, a set of 182 samples of shapes from clusters of two or more cells were analysed ( Figure 4 and Table 2 ). The value of maximum compactness C=0.85 was found to be the minimum threshold for circular cells.
Many cells were ovoidal, with lower compactness. Symmetry measured by enabled to distinguish elliptical cells from other objects with similar compactness but lower symmetry. Given that there is no rule to define when an object is ovoid or symmetric or not, the threshold values for compactness and symmetry for ovoidal cells were established empirically. Thus, an object was considered a cell if: 0.85≤C≤1 or:
0.7≤C and and remaining particles were removed from each image. The advantage of this procedure is that for a stack of images, virtually every cell was isolated as circular or ovoidal in at least one image. This allowed combining several seeds per cell into one, thus solving the problem of identifying multiple seeds per cell ( Figure 3I and Figure 5C ).
Adjacent cells could overlap, from one image to another, being later connected, due to the superposition of their shapes. Therefore, to separate individual cells, once the circular and elliptical shapes were selected, all particles in the stack were eroded ( Figure 3J and Figure 5D ). This reduced the area of the objects and increased the distance between them, thus eliminating overlaps.
In some cases there was no significant change in intensity between abutting cells, and consequently one dome could correspond to only one seed for two or more cells ( Figure 5E ). Thus, despite the fact that cells had been separated in the shape analysis step ( Figure 3I ), if they were only identified by one seed, they were reconnected in the OR operation during the combination of seeds procedure ( Figure   5F ). As a consequence, these cells might again reappear connected. To solve this problem, it was necessary to delete the part of the dome that lies between the circles ( Figure 2 Object separation and Figure 6 ). The first step consisted of an AND operation in order to find the intersection points between the cells' shapes and the seed ( Figure 6C ). The result of the intersection was used to find the shape of the dome with a 2D region growing reconstruction starting from the intersection pixels ( Figure 6D) . Then, the region between the circles to be eliminated was found by subtracting the intersection pixels from the dome ( Figure 6E ). The region was then eliminated by subtracting it from the image resulting of the OR procedure ( Figures 5F and Figure 6F ), obtaining the separated seeds (Figures 2 and Figure 6G ).
The objects in the stack were labelled in 3D using 18-connectivity, allowing to identify each object through the different slices and cell shape was recovered by applying a 3D region growing starting from each labelled object as seed, and the stack resulting of the local thresholding as mask (Figure 2 and Figure 3N ). Finally, Repo positive cells were identified amongst the candidate objects. The volume of each object was obtained by multiplying the number of voxels in the object by the volume of each voxel. It was found empirically that Repo cells have a volume V of 30.8<V<1232.34 mm 3 , i.e. a 3.5x variation in size ( Figure 3O ), and remaining objects were rejected.
Automatic counting of manually selected cells for restricted cell-type counting
It may also be desirable to know the number of cells of a given type. This can be carried out marking the cells manually, aided of the "Cell counter" ImageJ macro.
However, with this method the marker is only a small dot, which renders it difficult to see which cells have been marked. We developed a simple method that enables the user to mark the whole cell in 2D and 3D, and count them automatically (Figure 7) .
The first step consisted of median filtering to reduce noise. Then, each cell throughout the stack was selected using the computer mouse. Once a voxel of a cell was selected, a 3D region growing procedure was employed in order to mark the cell through the stack. That is, the selected voxel was employed as a seed and compared with neighbouring voxels. The region grew by adding voxels that are similar in intensity. The added pixels were employed as new seeds and the process was repeated until no more voxels were added to the region. In this way, a voxel was added to the region if the difference between the neighbour voxel and the mean of the voxels already included in the region was lower than a threshold specified by the user, that is: and , where is the minimum grey level that can have a voxel belonging to the region. Once all cells had been selected, they were labelled and counted automatically with the method described above (Figure 7) .
RESULTS
The image processing method we have developed -and which name DeadEasy Larval Glia -identifies cells, and produces a stack of images with the same number of images as the original raw stack, where the identified cells are reproduced in corresponding locations. To validate the technique, we generated a merged stack of images, combining the original raw stack with the processed stack of identified objects (as previously done for similar methods (Forero et al., 2010b) , Figure 8A ). In the raw and processed stacks cells are labelled in different colours and in the merged stack co-localising cells appear in a different colour. For instance in Figure   8A , cells in the raw stack appear green; cells in the processed stack, magenta; and merged cells present in both stacks appear white. We analysed the merged stack by scrutinising each cell one by one. First, we looked at their colour in 3D (i.e. through multiple optical sections) as this reveals the likelihood of being correctly identified.
Subsequently, we verified the presence or absence of the cell in the raw and processed stacks. Every cell was scrutinised one by one to determine if: (1) it was a true Repo labelled cell, (2) it was instead an object present in the processed stack and therefore detected by the programme but which did not correspond to a real cell (false positive), (3) or a cell present in the original raw stack but missed by the programme (false negative). The method performed accurately in the quantification of cells (Table 3 ). The counting was conservative, in that the error given by false positives was negligible, whilst some cells were missed. The small percentage of false negatives is however not a concern, since the same criteria is used for all images and samples. Tissue depth did not increase error, at least when using anti-Repo, since false positives and false negatives were distributed uniformly throughout the stack. Instead, error correlated with object size and pixel intensity. There is no bias during the practical application of the technique.
To verify how reliably the method performed, we compared it with manual counting by one person done three times, or by three different people (Table 3) .
DeadEasy Larval Glia always produced the same count irrespectively of how many times it was run over the same sample (i.e. standard deviation is 0). Manual counting was carried out marking the cells manually and then either using "Cell Counter" or our own macro as described above. When one person counted cells three times, the number of cells counted per sample was different each time (i.e. standard deviation ≠0, see Table 3 ). When three different people counted cells in the same set of samples, their counts differed even further (Table 3 ). This demonstrates that the method developed here is more reliable than human counting. DeadEasy software is also fast. It takes approximately 50 seconds to count around 500 glial cells in a stack of approximately 146 images. Human counting can take up to13 minutes for every 100 cells.
We tested further the performance of our method by comparing it with CellSegmentation3D (using the values suggested by the authors), developed by Li et al. (2007) , which is publicly available. Our software performed better at separating clustered cells, while keeping low the number of false positives (Table 4 ). In order to reduce the number of false negatives obtained with CellSegmentation3D we reduced the minimum size of regions or particles to be accepted as cells from 50 (default value) to 15. The number of false negatives was reduced from 12.77 to 8.02, but the number of false positives increased from 0 to 0.73%. We found that in addition to missing more cells, CellSegmentation3D was in general less successful than DeadEasy at detecting joined cells (Figure 9 ). Thus, DeadEasy performed better.
Our method differs from and surpasses our previously developed method DeadEasy MitoGlia, which could also identify Repo-labelled cells, although only in the Drosophila embryo (Forero et al., 2010a) . DeadEasy MitoGlia used a global threshold to binarise each image, which produced good results in embryos, in which signal intensity was very high and there was little fluorescence attenuation through the stack. However, in larvae, this thresholding method produced artefacts and it was not robust to noise. This was likely due to a combination of larval tissues being thicker, with higher cell density, with signal variation, ten times increase in cell size, and change in cell shape. For DeadEasy Larval Glia, we took advantage of cell shape, improving the identification of abutting cells whilst avoiding oversegmentation.
To put to the test the application of this method to address biological questions, we counted the number of glial cells in normal larvae, and compared it with counts in larvae in which the FGFR receptor homologue Heartless (Htl) had been constitutively activated in glia (using repoGAL4 and UAS-activated-Heartless).
We show that in normal larvae there are around 500 glial cells and upon activation of Htl up to 2,500 glia per abdominal VNC ( Figure 8B ). Thus, our method enables the analysis of cell number in many specimens of many different genotypes to reach statistically significant conclusions on the effects of altering gene function.
The programme can be optimised to work on other sample types by changing the parameters as indicated in Figure 8C and Table 5 . As a starting point, we tested whether our method -without any modifications -could count cells labelled with other markers, or in other sample types. In Drosophila larvae, DeadEasy Larval Glia counted accurately sparsely distributed nuclei labelled with Histone-YFP (seen here in glia, in larvae of genotype alrmGAL4>mCD8GFP Figure 10A ). The programme did not identify accurately cells labelled with BrdU (not shown), as this marker frequently resulted in large clusters of cells where their boundaries merged. The method was quite accurate identifying neuronal nuclei labelled with HB9, although there were some false negatives (Fgure 10B). The method identified accurately all dividing cells labelled with phospho-Histone-H3 ( Figure 10C ). We also tested whether the programme could be used to count cells in mammalian tissues. For this, we tested sections of the mouse spinal cord labelled with nuclear markers. DeadEasy identified very accurately mouse white matter nuclei labelled with Sytox Green (not shown),
and it also identified well white matter nuclei labelled with DAPI ( Figure 10D ), although false negatives were found. Users ought to validate the use of the programme in samples different from those used for its development, and minimise error changing the parameters as indicated above (Table 5 ). Our programme is accurate at identifying Drosophila larval nuclei labelled with a range of markers and can also be used on mammalian samples.
CONCLUSION
To conclude, we have developed an automatic technique to count Repo labelled glia cells using images from the Drosophila larval VNC. This method has been successfully employed to investigate repair after injury in Drosophila (Kato et al., 2011 
Figure 4
Sample of data set of clustered cells.
Figure 5
Problems encountered when only one seed is found for two or more cells. Each step corresponds to the steps on the right in Figure 2 , below "Morphological opening", and between the "Thresholding step" and the "OR" step.
Figure 6
Images resulting form the process to solve the problem shown in Table 3 followed by validation. This table shows on the left the parameters that the user can modify; on the right are summarised the consequences that modifying the parameters will have on object identification (i.e. cell counts). Indications are given on how the parameters could be modified if using different sample types (e.g. different tissues) or stainings. Any parameter modification will require cycles of validation and further modification by the user, until the desired accuracy for the sample and staining in use is reached.
DeadEasy Larval Glia: Parameters that can be altered and their effects
Threshold This is to separate signal from noise. Increasing the radius will increase the number of pixels considered to calculate the local threshold. A minimum threshold must be defined to prevent noise in darker areas.
Opening This is to eliminate noise. Increasing the radius of the opening will remove more small particles, so the number of counts will decrease.
Dome 2D
This is optimal to detect objects (i.e. nuclei) that are tightly packed (i.e. the staining detects many of them) and with varying signal intensity. Increasing the height of the dome will reduce the number of objects given that local small domes will be combined in higher domes, and several cells will be detected as one.
Compactness
This it to detect circular and elliptical objects (e.g. nuclei). Increasing the minimum value of the compactness will reduce the number of detected objects, since only objects closest to being circular will be accepted.
Hu's third moment
This is to detect object symmetry. Decreasing the minimum value of this parameter will decrease the number of detected objects, since only the most symmetrical objects will be detected.
Volume
Increasing the minimum volume and decreasing the maximum volume will decrease the count, given that more particles will be excluded. For a different sample type, the minimum volume could be increased if the stained nuclei were larger than for our case.
